The multivariate statistical technique of principal component analysis (PCA) is described and demonstrated to be a valuable tool to consolidate the large amount of information obtained with spectroscopic imaging observations of the interstellar medium. Simple interstellar cloud models with varying degrees of complexity and Gaussian noise are constructed and analyzed to demonstrate the ability of PCA to statistically extract physical features and phenomena from the data and to gauge the e †ects of random noise upon the analysis. Principal components are calculated for high spatial dynamic range 12CO and 13CO data cubes of the Sh 155 (Cep OB3) cloud complex. These identify the three major emission components within the cloud and the spatial di †erences between 12CO and 13CO emissions. Higher order eigenimages identify small velocity Ñuctuations and therefore provide spatial information to the turbulent velocity Ðeld within the cloud. A size line width relationship dv D Ra is derived from spatial and kinematic characterizations of the principal components of 12CO emission from the Sh 155, Sh 235, Sh 140, and Gem OB1 cloud complexes. The power-law indices for these clouds range from 0.42 to 0.55 and are similar to those derived from an ensemble of clouds within the Galaxy found by and Larson (1981) et al.
INTRODUCTION
Modern astronomical detectors and detector arrays at all wavelengths provide high spatial dynamic range images which are relevant to a broad range of astrophysical problems. Moreover, spectroscopic imaging with Fabry-Perot systems, multiobject spectrographs, and wide Ðeld mapping of line emission at radio wavelengths adds a third dimension of frequency or velocity. For most spectrometer systems, the addition of this third axis augments the raw data size by two to three orders of magnitude. The visualization and analysis of such high spatial dynamic range, multidimension data present a challenge to the investigator. Conventionally, two-dimensional representations of the data are often used to reduce the amount of information and to display some gross property of the multidimensional data cube. These representations include the calculation of moments or the averaging of the data along one of the axes. While in some cases, these tools are physically relevant, such processing necessarily results in the dilution and loss of information. Raw data are often displayed as a sequence of two-dimensional images at each velocity or frequency channel or spatial axis. While this representation readily conveys large-scale variations, it is more difficult to interpret small-scale structure which may contain the most interesting astrophysics.
Spectroscopic image data may be considered as a multivariate data set in which there is an ensemble of samples (positions) with attributes of intensity at each spectrometer channel. Considered within this domain, there are many techniques which have been developed to more fully exploit the available information. An initial step in any multivariate analysis is to calculate the principal components of the data set which allow one to statistically discriminate independent from redundant information. However, even with the consolidation of information using principal component analysis (PCA), the investigator must still place the results into an astrophysical context. Astronomical applications of PCA have typically been for discrete samples of data such as galaxy classiÐcation & Heck p.29) . In (Murtagh (1987, this study, we demonstrate the value of PCA in multidimensional spectroscopic imaging studies. In particular, PCA is applied to observations of interstellar molecular gas as probed by CO J \ 1È0 emissions. For other applications to the use of principal component analysis and the similar method of factor analysis, see et al. and Ungerechts (1996) Lehtinen, & Paatero Juvela, (1996) . In we provide the formal derivation of principal com-°2, ponents and discuss the contribution of Gaussian noise to the results. In simple cloud models with varying kine-°3, matics, emissivity, and noise properties are constructed. Principal components are derived for each cloud model to show the ability of PCA to identify and extract physical features and phenomena. Finally, in we apply PCA to°4, wide-Ðeld spectroscopic images of 12CO and 13CO J \ 1È0 emissions from a sample of giant molecular cloud complexes associated with H II regions to demonstrate the utility of PCA in the investigation of the molecular interstellar medium.
FORMAL DESCRIPTION OF PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS
As noted in PCA considers a data cube as an ensem-°1, ble of n objects each with p attributes of intensity at each spectrometer (velocity) channel. Thus it can be formally rep- resented as an n ] p matrix X in which
where denotes the position on the sky. If there r i \ (x i , y i ) are multiple, identically sampled spectral line maps then one can combine all spectroscopic channels for each line of sight. The projection of the data onto an arbitrary axis u is given by y \ Xu. The goal of principal component analysis is to determine the set of orthogonal axes u, for which the data X when projected upon u, maximizes the variance. Formally, this is equivalent to maximizing the expression
for l \ 1, p and subject to the constraint that
By convention, u is chosen to be a unit vector such that
is the covariance matrix of the data S jk
Given the orthogonality of u, one can deÐne an equivalent new function F,
where uT is the transpose of u and j is a Lagrange multiplier. To maximize the variance, LF/Lu \ 0 from which one For a given component l, Thus, the normalized y l 2 \ j l . eigenvalue
provides a measure of the percent variance contained within the lth principal component. In practice, one solves the eigenvalue equation for a given covariance matrix and sorts the eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors from largest to smallest. This reordering ranks the axes according to the amount of variance contained within each component. At this point, no spatial information contained within the data cube has been exploited. To visualize the variance contained within the lth principal component, eigenimages are constructed from the projections of each sample onto X ij the lth eigenvector,
A convenient attribute of PCA is that if the noise of the data is normally distributed, then the statistical error of a principal component is similarly normally distributed. In general,
For a single data cube, and assuming, that is constant p(X ij ) over the bandpass of the spectrum and recalling that u is deÐned to be orthogonal the expression reduces (; u ij 2 \ 1), to
Thus, the statistical uncertainty of the projected value is equivalent to the statistical error of the intensity of the input spectrum. The above method presumes that one is projecting the data along the spectral domain of the data cube. In this example, the derived eigenvectors are spectra. The calculation of principal components does not preclude projections along one or both of the spatial axes of the data cube. However, one should be cautious in the interpretation of the resultant components. Unlike the spectral domain, which is presumably probed by one spectrometer and there- fore, identically sampled for each line of sight, the sampling of the spatial axes is dependent upon the particular topology of the map and may not necessarily be homogeneous.
MODEL DATA CUBES
To gauge the ability of principal components to identify physical features within the data, we have constructed model data cubes which simulate observations of an interstellar cloud. In general, a spectral line for a given line of sight is modeled as a Gaussian line proÐle whose amplitude, centroid velocity, and line width, *v, may vary with T 0 , v 0 , position (x, y). An additional value is added to the T noise (v) model antenna temperature at each velocity channel to evaluate the contribution of thermal noise to the principal components. For all simulations, is generated from a T noise normal probability distribution with dispersion of 1 K. The cloud is centered at position and has a full width x 0 , y 0 half-maximum size R. Thus, the models are described with the function
and are computed at 128 ] 128 spatial positions and 128 velocity channels sampled at 0.1 km s~1 intervals. We note that this is a gross simpliÐcation of radiative processes within interstellar clouds, since emissivity parameters such as gas density, temperature, turbulent motions, abundances, degree of inhomogeneity, and local source function may vary with spatial positions (x, y, z) and the emitted radiation may be attenuated according to foreground conditions. The simplistic model data cubes used in this study are constructed only to illustrate the signatures within the principal components that might be generated from plausible physical phenomena. The parameters for the model clouds are summarized in and Table 1  Table 2 .
3.1. Single-Component Cloud The simplest cloud model one can consider is a single, isolated emission component with no spatial variations of line width or centroid velocity (model M1.0). In such a case, a single principal component is identiÐed. The eigenimage of the Ðrst principal component y) exhibits the same PC 1 (x, spatial distribution as an image of peak or integrated intensity of the input data cube. This is true even for more complicated cloud models and reÑects the contribution to the covariance matrix of those channels with detected emission and those without signal. This trivial case also demonstrates the formal result derived in in which the variance°2 of data values projected upon the principal component axis due to noise is equal to the variance of the input data. In we show the distribution of all input data values Figure 1 , and the projection of these values onto all 128 principal component axes. The respective variances of the two distributions, which are primarily due to thermal noise, are identical. Thus one can readily evaluate the statistical signiÐcance of a given value within an eigenimage from the noise levels of the original data.
In the next example, a series of single component cloud models is constructed to simulate a rigidly rotating cloud in which the centroid velocity y) is allowed to linearly v 0 (x, vary with position (models M1.1ÈM1.5). In the Figure 2 , Ðrst four eigenimages of models M1.1, M1.3, and M1.5 are shown. The corresponding eigenvectors are shown in These models di †er only by signal-to-noise ratios. Figure 3 .
Like the trivial single-component example discussed, the Ðrst eigenimage is qualitatively similar to an integrated intensity image. Higher order principal components identify variance produced by signal within neighboring velocity channels due to the rotational motions. For example, the second component approximates the cloud as two individual features at di †erent velocities. The eigenimages y) bifurcate the core along the rotational axis, in this PC 2 (x, case, along a position angle of 30¡. By consolidating nearredundant information with neighboring channels, PCA provides an e †ective smoothing of the data. There are still smaller contributions to the variance due to smaller velocity di †erences across the cloud given the linear gradient. These are detected within the third and fourth principal components of the higher signal-to-noise images. However, eventually, contributions to the variance due to velocity di †erences induced by the gradient are comparable to those from noise Ñuctuations and therefore indistinguishable within the higher order eigenimages.
Multiple-Component Cloud
Imaging observations of the molecular interstellar medium typically identify many spatially localized emission There are several trivial cases in which model data cubes of clouds comprised of two or more emission components can be described by a single-principal component. For model M2.0, the two emission components have identical sizes, centroid velocities, and line widths but are spatially displaced. Thus all of the variance and therefore, kinematic information is consolidated within a single-principal component. Similarly, for M2.1, the emission components have di †erent centroid velocities but identical sizes and positions. In these cases, each line of sight contains identical information of the two components and therefore makes an equivalent contribution to the covariance matrix.
In more realistic simulations, the emission components have di †erent intensities, positions, sizes, or velocities with varying degrees of spatial overlap. With models M2.2È M2.5, we demonstrate the ability of PCA to decompose a cloud with several emission components with varying properties. The Ðrst four eigenimages and eigenvectors for models M2.2ÈM2.5 are shown in and Figure 4 Figure 5, respectively. In model 2.2, the emission features di †er only by centroid velocity. The system can be reduced to two principal components. The kinematic distinction between the two features is shown in In models M2.3 and PC 2 . M2.4, the luminosities of the emission features are varied by changing the size or amplitude. In these cases, iden-PC 1 tiÐes the emission feature with the largest luminosity while the secondary emission feature is isolated within For PC 2 . model M2.5 a large-velocity gradient is added to the more Fig. 6a . Fig. 6b .
luminous clump. Since the variance generated by the velocity gradient is larger than that produced by the lower luminosity core, the gradient is identiÐed within prior to the PC 2 isolation of the secondary core within These examples PC 3 . demonstrate that the features extracted by PCA are weighted toward the most luminous objects within the Ðeld.
While not speciÐcally addressed by these models, we provide a few comments with regard to the e †ects of the map topology upon the output of PCA. Since PCA is a linear decomposition of the data, the e †ect of sampling frequency will similarly depend upon the point spread function of the telescope and the intrinsic brightness distribution of the source. For example, consider a cloud with a source distribution which is uniform and extended with respect to the telescope beam size and observed with a fractional beam width sampling interval. Much of the resultant data would contain identical information and therefore equally contribute to the covariance matrix. In this case, PCA would consolidate the redundant information into one principal component. In the case of undersampling this source, there would simply be fewer observations but these would similarly contain the same information. Alternatively, oversampled observations of a cloud with structure on scales comparable to the telescope beam would measure proÐle di †erences between two or more contiguous positions. These proÐle di †erences would contribute to the global variance within the data cube. If this contribution is large with respect to that made by the random noise of the data, then the small-scale structure would be identiÐed by PCA. Obviously, undersampling such a cloud would produce an incomplete accounting of the internal structure. If no signature to such detail is present within the raw data, then the eigenimages would be similarly insensitive.
APPLICATION TO REAL DATA CUBES

Decomposition of the Sh 155 Cloud Complex
The ultimate test of PCA is its ability to identify and extract features within real data cubes.
Carpenter, & Heyer, Ladd hereafter present wide-Ðeld images of (1996, HCL), 12CO and 13CO J \ 1È0 emission from the Sh 155 (Cep OB3) cloud complex.
identiÐed three spatially distinct HCL velocity components within the complex centered at velocities [10, [12, and [6 km s~1. We have calculated the principal components associated with both data cubes simultaneously. In this case, for a given position or sample, the Ðrst 32 variates are the intensities within the velocity channels of 12CO emission while variates 33È64 are the respective intensities within the 32 velocity channels of 13CO emission. Because the 12CO emission exhibits much larger dynamic range of values than 13CO emission, it is necessary to standardize both data cubes,
where is the root mean square of the spectrum p(X ij ) derived from channels absent of emission.
The resultant eigenimages are shown in and the Values of y) [ 0 are due to variance produced by PC 3 (x, the [6.2 km s~1 cloud identiÐed by while the nega-HCL tive values along the axis are due to yet smaller veloc-PC 3 ity di †erences (1È1.5 km s~1) within the [10 km s~1 cloud. In the eastern region of the cloud, these small velocity di †er-ences are preferentially located toward the cloud edge and may reÑect relative motions between higher column density regions and the cloud envelope.
Eigenimages and identify yet smaller velocity PC 4 PC 5 di †erences within the three subclouds. These lower order eigenimages allow one to visualize and more accurately gauge the size scales associated with such small velocity Ñuctuations within the raw data. The fact that these small velocity Ñuctuations contribute only 2%È3% of the variance within the cloud emphasizes the result discussed by that HCL most of the kinetic energy of the cloud resides within the large-scale, relative motions between major substructures within the cloud complex.
For the associated eigenvectors show the same PC 1 ÈPC 5 , pattern within the 12CO channels (1È32) and 13CO channels (33È64). It is not until through that di †er-PC 6 PC 8 ences between the two isotopes are statistically discriminated. From these di †erences account for Figure 8 , less than 1% of the variance within the combined data cubes. Thus, PCA has consolidated the redundant information provided by 12CO and 13CO images within the higher order components to That is, despite the di †er-(PC 1 PC 5 ). ences in line opacities of 12CO and 13CO emissions, both trace the large-scale variations within the cloud. Nevertheless, spatial di †erences between the 12CO and 13CO data cubes are identiÐed in y). The eigenvector shows PC 7 (x, u 7 that the negative values of are exclusively due to 12CO PC 7 emission while the positive values are due to 13CO emission. The negative values are found toward the projected periphery of the cloud and the positive values are located primarily toward the central core regions of the cloud. This is most evident within the eastÈwest Ðlament of the cloud. Thus, in general, the 12CO J \ 1È0 emission is more extended than 13CO emission. This is surely due to the higher opacity of 12CO emissions which maintain higher excitation temperatures by radiative trapping.
T he SizeÈL ine W idth Relationship within Giant
Molecular Clouds The primary role of turbulence in the dynamics of molecular clouds has been inferred from the observed supersonic line widths of most tracers of the molecular interstellar medium, the inhomogeneous distribution of material over many size scales, and the large Reynolds number derived from molecular collisional cross sections. Spatial variations within a map or the probability density function of the Ðrst moment of the observed line proÐles have been used to characterize interstellar turbulence Kleiner & (Scalo 1984 ; Dickman & Scalo However, the 1985 Meisch 1995) . centroid velocities and measures of line width derived from the line proÐle are not accurate measures when two or more emission components are present within the proÐle as is often observed. Other studies have used the shape of the line proÐle to infer the presence of intermittent turbulent activity and the degree of inhomogeneity within molecular clouds & Phillips Goldsmith, & (Falgarone 1990 ; Tauber, Dickman
These studies are typically limited to a few 1991). 
strate the use of the three-dimensional autocorrelation function of a 13CO data cube generated from spectroscopic imaging of a nearby cloud. While computationally intensive for large data cubes, the technique exploits all of the information available within the line proÐles while also probing angular or spatial scales over which the proÐles may vary.
To date, the most useful observational constraint to models of interstellar turbulence is the relationship between the size of the cloud, L , and the global line width, p (Larson 1981 ; Henrikson 1984 ; Silk 1985 ; & Goodman Myers 1988 ). This scaling relationship has not been identiÐed between the size and line width of clumps deÐned within a data cube of an individual cloud & Gu sten (Carr 1987 ; Stutzki 1990 ). This is due primarily to the limited dynamic range in both sizes and line widths of clumps which can be deÐned within a given data cube for a given molecule. Using the statistical method of autocorrelation of line proÐles within a map, Falgarone, & Puget identify a dependence Pe rault,
between the magnitude of the velocity Ñuctuation and the size scale over which this Ñuctuation persists which is similar to the size line width relationship found by Solomon et al. (1987) .
As noted in the previous section, PCA allows one to statistically identify emission components within the cloud FIG. 9ÈContinued as well as more subtle velocity variations within a given emission component which may be due to rotation, localized streaming motions or random Ñuctuations within a turbulent velocity Ðeld. Inspection of shows that Figure 6 the granularity or angular size scale over which the eigenimages vary decreases with increasing principal component. Similarly, the velocity di †erences between features, as given by the eigenvectors, also decreases with increasing principal component. While this latter trend is a necessary consequence of using orthogonal functions to decompose the data cube, the decreasing granularity within the eigenimages likely reÑects a fundamental property of gas motions within the molecular interstellar medium.
In order to more quantitatively investigate this relationship within molecular clouds, we have calculated the principal components of 12CO J \ 1È0 data cubes of Sh 155, Sh 235, and Sh 140 molecular clouds and the Gem OB1 (HCL) cloud complex Snell, & Schloerb For a (Carpenter, 1995) . given cloud, sizes and line widths are determined from the spatial and kinematic characterizations of the statistically signiÐcant principal components.
A two-dimensional autocorrelation function, is calu l (q), culated for each eigenimage
where the angle brackets refer to average values over all x and y. We determine and which are the respective R l & R l ' minimum and maximum scalar lags such that u l \ 0.125. In general, for l [ 1, which reÑects the isotropic R l & B R l ' character of the eigenimages. The mean granularity for a given principal component, is calculated from the
The mean velocity di †erence found within the lth principal component, is determined from the velocity lag at which dv l , t l (dv l ) \ 0.125. Typically, the Ðrst eight principal components are used to determine the set of pairs. We assume the following (R l , dv l ) distances to the clouds [730 pc (Sh 155), 1800 pc (Sh 235), 910 pc (Sh 140), and 2200 pc (Gem OB1). and u l (q) t l (*v) for each cloud and the measured characteristic size scale R l , and velocity di †erence for each component are shown in dv l The relationship between and for each cloud Figure 9 .
These results emphasize that the Figure 10 . characteristic size decreases with decreasing velocity di †er-ences. Power laws are Ðtted for each cloud and the Ðtted parameters are listed in
The power-law indices Table 3 . range from 0.42 (Gem OB1) to 0.55 (Sh 235) and are similar to values derived by (0.38) and et al. Larson (1981) Solomon (0.5) for the relationship between the size and global (1987) line width of an ensemble of clouds within the Galaxy mapped with a single tracer of molecular gas (12CO or 13CO J \ 1È0). Moreover, these results are consistent with 
three-dimensional autocorrelation function.
The results from PCA demonstrate that within interstellar molecular clouds, a relationship does indeed exist between the magnitude of the velocity di †erence or Ñuctua-tion and the size scale over which the Ñuctuation is present. Therefore, the relationship provides a direct probe of the variation of kinetic energy with size scale for turbulent Ñows within a molecular cloud. Clearly, at the largest scales, these velocity Ñuctuations are simply due to velocity di †erences between the emission components which comprise the cloud. Since these emission components are typically limited in number from one to four objects, it is difficult to directly attribute these to any physical process or turbulent model. While providing only a small fraction of the variance within the data cube, the more numerous small-scale, smallamplitude velocity variations may provide a more powerful diagnostic to the physical origin of the motions if given complementary information such as the local magnetic Ðeld geometry or the locations of energy sources within the cloud. Thus, with its ability to identify small di †erences within line proÐles as these contribute to the overall variance within the data cube and to evaluate the spatial scale over which these di †erences are present, PCA provides a general and powerful tool to characterize interstellar turbulence.
CONCLUSIONS
The multivariate technique of principal component analysis provides a powerful tool to decompose large-scale spectroscopic images of the molecular interstellar medium and to rank features within the data according to contributions to the global variance. The analysis of principal components of 12CO and 13CO emissions from the Sh 155 molecular cloud complex demonstrate that these probes of the molecular gas provide similar information. With its ability to extract statistically signiÐcant velocity di †erences between line proÐles, principal component analysis identiÐes a sizeÈline width relationship between velocity di †er-ences and the characteristic size scale over which the di †erences are present for individual clouds. The relationship is similar to that found from ensembles of clouds within the Galaxy and provides a powerful diagnostic to interstellar turbulence. This work was supported by NSF grant AST 94-20159 to the Five College Radio Astronomy Observatory.
